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Map of 
Smells

Invisible flow matters.

Care 
Response 
Machine 
(Group work)

Flow saves, and kills too.

Brighton Pier 
Geography 

Researchbook 
(Group work)

When flow makes miracle.

F        L        O        W

Time flows before you know.
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Haunting 
Parasite

Greed flows out of life.

Tidal 
Studio 
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Immortal 
Gallery

Art flows endlessly, like life does.
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Night 
Gallery

Flow implies life.
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Tate Modern 
Structure 

Researchbook 
(Group work)

History flows in its way.

Term1 main project

Term2 main project



Introduction
Maps are not only a guide that tells people where to go. 
Maps carry feelings and memories. 
Maps should be able to to tell stories about how a place leaves a unique mark on someone. 

For me, smells  represent memories most, though invisible. 
Smells flow into everything invasively and possess your memories without your consent.



Study of Smells

Smells invade into each other,

Smells arouse feelings:

and into people.



Map Transcription

Screenshot of Googlemap

Map Record  5 typical days in Brighton



Introduction
People might lie when being asked a question, but their 

first reaction to a scene is always honest. 
Do you really care about life and environment?  

You can’t disguise anymore when a real life’s fate is in 
your hand right in front of you. 



Artwork Research

Bubble Wrap Transformed into Mini 
Goldfish Bowls



Commuters would interact with the device as such:  

Visual trigger:  
The intriguing aspect of the device will draw some of the commuters in, out of 
curiosity, to get a more complete understanding of the object. 

Surprise:  
Much to their surprise, they would notice a live fish inside the tank which is bound to 
create either compassion or controversy.  

Action:  
The user would then take action; either balance the fish with the pebbles so it 
would not slip down to the polluted tank or simply leave in confusion.  

Prototype
Interaction

Materials Study

Sewage Tank 
Representing pollution

Fish Tank 
With a fish in it

Mini Aquarium 
Representing ocean, fish’s safe-haven

Pebble Container  
with clay bottom 
Put pebbles in it to save the fish! 

Pebble Container 
You can take a pebble from here

Foldable 
wooden platform

Unbalanced 
scale

Clay 
• Melts in rain 
• Vulnerable as life

Iron

Rope/Fishing net Plastic

• Easily get rusted 
• Used as Hinges 
• Unpredictably unstable

• Symbolises excessing fishing 
• Ironically biodegradable

• Lasts long 
• Keeps unbalanced/risky

Inspiration & Concept

Cup on the edge of a table Fish tank on the edge of a table



Device Making Process
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Function

If you drop a pebble…



Brighton Pier 
Geography 

Research book 
(Group work with Emma Page, 

Joonyoung Choi, Junxian Liang, 
Siwei Chen and Naiwen Zhang)



Geographic History

Pre-history 9th Century 16th Century 19th Century 20th Century

Origin of English Channel  
Britain and Ireland were part of continental Europe around 10,000 years 
ago. They were connected by an anticline known 
at Weald-Artios. The land mass was separated by glacial lake floods that 
breached the anticline. By the end of the glacial period sea levels rose and 
covered any remaining land connections between England and Europe.  

Polluted London  
The effects various pollutants within London 
left the residents in bad health. This lead to 
an increase of people traveling from London 
to Brighton to escape from the bad pollution 
and receive the health benefits of the clean 
Brighton air. 

The grains on the cliff of the 
Southern coastline of England 
match with the ones on the 
Northern coastline of France.  

London’s population rapidly grew and became 
the world’s most crowded city.  
The population growth put strain on London’s 
fresh water supply, sewage, and waste disposal  
The river Thames was polluted with sewage and 
dead animals, creating an overwhelming smell 
that deterred people from going outside.  

Smoke from 
burning sea 
coal.  

The introduction 
of vehicles into the 
city created smog 
that went into 
people’s houses.  

Domesday Book (1086)  
The first geographical history of Brighton was 
recorded in the Domesday book, which was 
published in 1086. They recorded the following 
geographical advantages of Brighton.  
- Flat ground behind the beach provides shelter 
for boats. 
- Downs meet the sea, providing easy valley 
routes. 
- Protected from the force of the channel by an 
offshore bar of shale.  

Minimum elevation: 0ft 
Maximum elevation: 755ft 
Average elevation: 220ft  

Brighton is encircled by the South Down 
hills, with the English channel on the 
south. The built-up area of the city today 
extends to the eastern Coastal Plain and 
to the north of the minor valley of the 
South Downs.  

The main road running through 
Brighton was constructed between 
a valley. The railway line running 
from London to Brighton was hard to 
construct because of the many 
hills surrounding the city.  

The climate of Brighton is affected by the proximity to the 
ocean.  
Autumn and Winter: The ocean raises the mean temperature 
because the ocean is warmer than the land.  
Spring and Summer: The ocean decreases the mean 
temperature because the ocean is colder than the land.  

The wettest seasons in Brighton runs from September to 
February. December is the wettest month, with a 37% 

chance of a given day being wet. The driest month is July, 
with an 18% chance of rain.  

Topography Climate
Average Temperature



The maximum high tide that has been recorded at Brighton 
beach is 6.8m, and the minimum height is -0.1m.  

Coastal Defence (Groyne) 
The shingle that forms the beach of Brighton drifts along 
the coast from west to east by longshore drift. It is a 
natural movement caused by the winds, tides and 
currents. To control the movement of the shingle and 
prevent the beach from drifting away, groynes have been 
placed along the Brighton coastline. The groynes 
protrude into the ocean and collect the shingle,                 
so that it can’t travel any further.  

Transport

In 1783, the Prince of Wales 
visited Brighton. Since then he 
regarded Brighton as his leisure 
resort. In 1815, the prince 
commissioned John Nash to build 
a palace (Royal Pavilion) for him in 
Brighton.  

Royal Pavilion 1815 

During the 19th century, Brighton 
needed a landing stage because there 
was no suitable place to build a harbour.  
However, the bad weather made it hard 
for boats to land and the pier lost its 
function.  

Chain Pier 1822 - 1823 

Brighton Station  
Opened 1840 

Train from London to 
Brighton 1841 

The railroad that opened in London 
in 1841 made travel to Brighton 
much easier. Resulting in an 
increase of visitors to Brighton, by 
1860, 250,000 visitors came by 
train every year.  

Transportation Map  
1962 - 2019 

Comparing the 1962 and 2019 
bus route map, the stops near 
Brighton Pier are not more 
dispersed, but the total number 
of bus lines has not changed 
much.

Palace Pier 1899

The Palace pier finally opened on 
May 1899. Perfectly situated at the 
end of the Old Stein, the pier 
attracted crowds of tourists. The pier 
received two millions visitors a year. 
It popularity was further enhanced by 
the addition of a theatre in 1901, a 
band stand, and a winter garden.  

 

Rocks within Brighton are sedimentary, 
and the South Downs that surround the 
city are formed of white chalk 
limestone and flint rubble. Brighton’s 
beach is not sandy because the chalk 
is too soft and the flint is too hard. The 
chalk does not break down into sand, 
instead it forms into mud or is dissolved 
and washed away. The pebbles are 
formed from flint and then 
transported down the coastline by 
longshore drift. During low tide there is 
visible sand on the lower section of the 
beach, this is where the flint has 
eventually eroded.  

Attractions
The seafront from 
Brighton Pier to the 
peace statue has 
undergone significant 
improvements and 
development over the 
last 10 years.  

Around the West Pier is yet to 
be developed as part of the i360 attraction. 
This section of the seafront is the most 
visited and contains the majority of bars, 
nightclubs, restaurants and facilities as well 
as having gained the blue flag status for 
the quality of the beach and sea. 
 

Beach Geology 
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Haunting 
Parasite



Inspiration
“History hides the fact that man is 
the universal parasite… 
Always taking, never giving.”2 
                                        
                       ̶̶ Michel Serres  
                             <The Parasite>



Sketches

The pattern of real 
flesh gives the 
feeling of “living”.

Prototype Materials

(flowing, work as group, out of space)

Real flesh

• Stunning, eye-catching, vivid; 
• Not practical in a big amount.

Ocean balls

• Ironically made of plastic with the 
name ”ocean balls”; 

• Ironically suits the amusement 
atmosphere at the pier with a dark 
essence; 

• Look like living cells.



Study of seeds (Contagious)

Cocklebur uses the small hooks on the seeds to attach on animals’ fur and clothes in order to spread its seeds.

Hooks on her cells (ocean balls) help 
the haunting parasite to breed too.

The parasite’s seeds get attached to passers-by.Parasites are everywhere！

Exactly… just like this pier..and ourselves.

Ohhhh it climbs on me!



Tidal 
Studio



Intention & Manifesto
To create an unpredictable and challenging working environment for the artist due to the special natural condition on the seaside, in order to remind 
people how powerful nature is.

Inspirations
i.Sand writing 
Words written on the sandy beach will be washed away by waves.

ii.Tidal change1 
On average tide in Brighton goes up to around +5m and goes down to around -1m twice everyday. 
The highest point and the lowest point alternate at a time range of 12 hours.

On the pier, humans make the decision. 
          In tidal studio, nature makes the decision.

Initial design

The artist makes his artwork in a shelter (studio).

Rising tides swallow the studio.  
The artist has to go out and the artwork is washed away.

Thus the artist has to push the artwork up before tides go up.

1https://post.naver.com/viewer/postView.nhn?volumeNo=21924968&memberNo=1583161



Prototypes

I. II. 

III. 

VII. 

Watercolour paper

Watercolour paper

IV. 

Watercolour paper

V. 

Fabric, steel and clay

VI. 

Watercolour paper

VII. 

Clay Clay

i.Sea shell 
The perfect Fibonacci 
sequence.

ii.Wave 
Waves’ stream-lined shape 
shows nature’s power.

iii.Paper folding art2 
To simulate the wave and 
the sea shell.

Inspirations

2Richard Sweeney, “We fold watercolour paper.”, https://www.flickr.com/photos/richardsweeney/4757536692/in/photostream



Digital models
Model 1 Model 2 Final Model 

Material

Prefab steel

• Strong, contemporary style; 
• Doesn’t react to the 

environmental change; 
• Doesn’t look natural.

Limestone

• The material from Brighton 
cliff; 

• Looks natural; 
• Difficult to build.

Concrete  
(with steel structure)

• Strong; 
• Looks natural; 
• The color change with 

the tides.

When the concrete is soaked, 
its color gets darker.



Initial scene

When more functions and details are added to it 
Living area, working area, entrance……see next page.

Structure
Concrete Steel skeleton Fixtures



Working area

When tides go down

Work board in working mode

Normally in the day, the artist can work here using the work board.

When tides go up
Work board can be put into display mode in order to protect 
artworks from drowning, or to show them to people on the beach.

Work board in display mode 1 
To show graphic works such as paintings.

Work board in display mode 2 
To show works of three dimensions such 
as sculptures.

Plan

Huge glass that 
blocks the water



Living area

Privacy design

The living area provides the space for the artist to rest (a bed), to 
work (a desk) and to meet visitors (a testable and stools). 

A huge piece of electronic frosted color change glass is placed 
between the living area and the working area to block sea water out. 

The color of the glass can be turned into frosted black when the artist 
needs privacy.

Plan

Visitors on the beach looking at  the artworks 



Entrance

The entrance is raised up  
to prevent the sea water from 
getting into the living area.

A micro 
environment is 
formed.  
Creatures like barnacles, 
starfish, seaweeds and 
shells accumulate here.

Concrete gets 
darker in color 
When it is wet.

Waterproof door 
Silicon rubber is attached to the 
edge of the door frame to block the 
rain.

Plan

How the hinge of the door works3



Night View
Normally tides rise up in the night. 
Half of the studio and the whole working area is under water. But artworks are safe pushed up.

Extended thinking

…Or shall we corporate with nature,  
                     instead of running from her?

Tidal studio is also ideal for artists who complete their work with the help of water flow:

Eroded Man from artist Kim Keever changes its colour and 
shape due to the water surrounding it.4 

To illustrate “The earth that covers us 

speak”, Ana Mendieta made Earth 
body that will be erased by high tides.3

I. II. 
3Kim Keever, https://kimkeever.com/eroded-man/. 

4 “ANA MENDIETA: ‘THE EARTH THAT COVERS US SPEAKS’”, https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/film/ana-mendieta-earth-covers-us-speaks. 



Tate Modern 
Structure 
Research book 
(Group work with Charbel Eid,  
Wei Si, Zhiyang Gu, Zuizui Lin)
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Immortal 
Gallery



Immortality

Fertilized eggs
Medusa

Polyps

Planula 
Larvae

Baby jellyfish 

Fertilized eggs

Dying  
Medusa

produces

Regular 
Cycle

Reverse 
Cycle

Life cycle of  
Turritopsis (Immortal jellyfish)  

Turritopsis can bring itself back to the stage of 
newborn when it’s dying, which means it is immortal4

Life cycle of 
Bankside power station 
It was born, demolished and brought 
back to life through years.

Inspirations

Life cycle of  
Art 

Art was doubted, challenged and evolved 
again and again in history. 5  

Art is alive and art doesn’t die.

Bankside Power 
Station 
starting to 
produce 
electricity In 
1891 1

Bankside 
Power 
Station 
closed in 
1981 2

Tate Modern  
completed  
in 20003 

Ancient 
art

Renaissance6

Contemporary 
art

1Rowan Moore and Raymund Ryan, Building Tate Modern, Tate Gallery, p.180 
2“The Bankside Power Station State. Sir Giles Scott Explains”, The Builder, 23 May 1947, p.494 

3Wouter Davidts, “The Vast and the Void On Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall and ‘The Unilever Series’ ”

4https://www.science.org.au/curious/earth-environment/animals-can-live-forever 
5Art History Timeline: Western Art Movements and Their Impact,  https://www.invaluable.com/blog/art-history-timeline/ 

6Timeline of Art History, https://www.identifythisart.com/timeline-of-art-history/



Prototypes

Intention & Manifesto
To design an installation in the turbine hall that shows the immortality of art.

Inspiration

Material

White transparent fabric fluorescent white pigment

+

the immortal jellyfish



Functions

Tools panel 

Everyone is 
encouraged to 
create their 
masterpieces with 
them.

Poles 

that support the 
paper rolls on 
the skeleton 
above.

Automatic paper roll 

Numerous papers continuously grow 
from above and pile up on the ground  
to build the feeling of 

“art is everywhere” and  
“art is alive and immortal.” 



Night 
Gallery  



Inspirations

I. Study of Western art history

From Ancient time to Modern art:  Art was only created by trained artist.

  Art was for religious, symbolic and mytholitical use and usually  
used as decorations for utilitarian objects1.   Humanity was denied and art mainly worked for religions2.

  Humanism, rationalism and equality were expressed in art.  
  Art usually worked for people from royal and wealthy classes by trained artists.

  Modern Art began to think critically about the society, people’s daily 
life and even art itself, based on Sigmund Freud’s theories.3

1Art History Timeline: Western Art Movements and Their Impact,  https://www.invaluable.com/blog/art-history-timeline/ 
2Timeline of Art History, https://www.identifythisart.com/timeline-of-art-history/ 

3Modern Art Movements: 1870s to 1980s, https://www.theartstory.org/section-movements-timeline.htm



Inspirations

I. Study of Western art history

Contemporary Art:  
Everyone could be an artist.

 Contemporary artists break the boundaries between artists and audience, and 
blur the division of daily life and art4.

Contemporary Art from my perspective : 
Everyone is a piece of art. Life itself is art.

 Life is designed in a way so complicated, beautiful and unique that even 
the best artist can’t draw. Life itself is art5.

II. Study of nature
It is nature and life who 
teach us what beauty is. 

The definition of beauty was formed 
during millions of years of humans’ 
life experience in nature6. 

4Contemporary art, https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/c/contemporary-art 
5modern and Contemporary Art Movements, https://www.preceden.com/timelines/241050-modern-and-contemporary-art-movements 

7619 Facts About Sydney Opera House That'll Make You Go “Huh”, Simon Crerar, https://www.buzzfeed.com/simoncrerar/unpeeling-the-orange



Inspirations

III. Cymatics art

Hans Jenny8,  
the forefather of cymatics 
created several televised 
experiments ‘bringing 
matter to life’ back in the 
1960s, to make sounds seen.

Nigel Stanford,  
a composer form NZ 
created  a video where every sound 
had a corresponding visual 
element (in forms of water, sand, fire 
or image) in 20147.

Intention & Manifesto
1. To design a space where people’s voice becomes a unique art piece, to tell people “everyone is a piece of art. Life is art.”； 
2. To build “a night club” in Turbine hall for sound artists like Nigel, in order to challenge the normal rules of a gallery. 

Nigel at work looks very much like a DJ in night club.

Prototypes



Function

Visitors’ voice is collected in the passageway 
and sent to the artist at the DJ station below.

The artist turns the sounds into art pieces and they 
will be shown on the transparent LED screen.

Passengers can use the stairs in the passageway 
to get to the DJ station/studio below.

The artist is able to teach visitors to record 
their voice and turn it into art piece in the 2 
professional guest studios.

Views of sound-collecting passageway

The entrance of the stairs towards 
the studios below



Structure and Materials

Prefab Aluminum  
Light and provides a sense of future

Steel I-Beams frame 
Largely used in Turbine hall 
and strong enough to 
support the rooms below

Acrylic light diffuser 
& LED sheet 

To let the space glow in the dark

Polyurethane foam acoustic board  
To meet the acoustic needs

Prefab Aluminum  
Light and provides a sense of future. 
The upper part is fixed under the 
concrete casting in the bridge.

Wood 
Light and covers the frame 
Acrylic light diffuser& LED sheet 
To let the space glow in the dark 

The upper steel I-Beams 
frame is fixed under the 
concrete casting in the 
bridge.



Plan

Front View

DJ Station

Polyester 
fiber acoustic 

board 

2 Guest studios

Artist’s living area 
(future style to echo 
the outlook)

Rooms below the bridge



Acoustics study

Rough surface absorbs more sound that smooth surface to 
reduce echo9.

Irregular surface absorbs more sound 
than flat surface to reduce echo.

Curved surface concentrates sound waves, 
while straight surface amplifies them11.

To cut echoes, the distance between people and walls should be less than 17m13.

The sound speed is around 343 m/s at 25 °C. The human ear can 
only distinguish echo from the original direct sound if the delay is 
less than 0.1 second. Therefore, the distance between the observer 
and the obstacle should at least be 340m/s×0.1s=34m, 34m/
2=17m.

≥17m

I. II. III. 

IV. 

The  passage way needs to meet acoustic standard in order to 
better collect passengers’ sounds.

Rough, striped and 
curved under 
surface made of 
polyurethane foam. 

Distance between people 
and walls is between 0.3 
to 2m, which is far less 
than 17m and cannot 
produce echoes. 

The inner view of the passage way

Since the two 
entrances cannot be 
closed, microphones 
are only placed in the 

middle part of the 
passageway, to avoid 

catching sounds 
from outside.

9Room Sound Absorption - Sound Absorption Coefficient, https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/accoustic-sound-absorption-d_68.html 
10Trevor Cox ,The Acoustics of Eavesdropping ,https://slate.com/culture/2014/06/the-acoustics-of-eavesdropping-how-curved-ceilings-and-walls-redirect-and-amplify-sound.html 

12Vercammen, Martijn L. "Sound concentration caused by curved surfaces." In Proceedings of Meetings on Acoustics ICA2013, vol. 19, no. 1, p. 015053. Acoustical Society of America, 2013 
13Khan Academy India - English, Minimum distance for echo, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnZSnlQ7shs



Opening hours adjustment （to challenge the normal rules）

It will be much more convenient if 
the opening hours of a museum is 
longer, so that we can visit it on 
work days after work.

Nine-to five 
office workers

Opening hours of Tate Modern now14

Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

10:00                                                           24:00

Extra opening hours of Club Cymatics

Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

10:00                                                           24:00

After Tate Modern is closed, Club Cymatics glows in the dark.  
People gather in Turbine Hall, watch the art pieces from the day and enjoy the music.

We want to make art closer to 
people’s life, so we let people use the 
bridge as a daily shortcut. But that 
does not change the essence of art. Tate Modern Normal rules in a gallery VS Rules in Club Cymatics

Keep quite Make sounds as you like

Keep your eyes on the wall Learn and make your own art piece

Come in the day Come after work

Visit our art pieces Enjoy you yourself as art

It is high-end education It is daily entertainment

14Tate Modern, https://www.tate.org.uk/visit/tate-modern



Extra entrance（to break the boundaries of inside and outside）

Initial plan: the 2 entrances of Club are inside Turbine Hall

Now: one of the 2 entrances is extended to the outside.

Since Club keeps open after Tate Modern 
is closed, it will be more convenient if it 
has its own entrance at the outside.Security

When Tate Modern is closed, I wish people 
can notice Club from the outside so they 
will not miss it. Artist

The entrance 
at the outside of 
Tate Modern 
in the day

The entrance 
at the outside of 
Tate Modern  
in the night

The entrance 
inside Tate 
Modern  
in the night



More functions

Are there other artists who illustrate “life is art” and can use the Club?

Pulse - Hirshhorn Museum15

Visitors will place their hands on the sensor in the 
passage way, and their heartbeats will be shown in 
the form of lights, water, music or pictures.

I. 
The interactive 
exhibition held “Pulse” 
in Washington D.C 
turned visitors’ pulse 
in to art, in forms of 
water, light, videos, 
etc.

II. Presence - Daan Roosegaarde16
A beam of blue 
light constantly 
scans the space, 
like a photocopier, 
leaving behind a 
ghostly imprint 
wherever a visitor 
blocks the light.

Both the passageway and the turbine hall in the 
night can be used as the ‘dark room’ for the 
artist.

III. Sound wave jewelry - Maliangxing17

“Wear your voice.” 
The jewelry brand ⻢

良行 turns people’s 
meaningful voice 
recordings into 
jewelry pieces as 
good memories.

Visitors record their voice in guest studio and  artist 
turns them into unique jewelries in DJ station.

15Giles Gibson, ‘Pulse’ interactive exhibit turns heartbeats into art, 2019, https://america.cgtn.com/2019/02/20/pulse-interactive-exhibit-turns-heartbeats-into-art 
16Rima Sabina Aouf, Daan Roosegaarde's Presence exhibition encourages visitors to make their mark, https://www.dezeen.com/2019/07/07/daan-roosegaarde-presence-exhibition-groninger-museum-installation/ 

17MALIANGXING, 2020, http://www.malianghang.com/index



Masterplan Extension
1. Apart from our flesh and bones, does our unique thoughts and consciousness make life art too? 
2. What if I deepen the idea of “night” and explore its connection with art?

Inspiration

I. Study of Surrealism

Surrealism officially spread in Paris after André Breton made his 
first Surrealism manifesto in 1924. In his revolutionary 
movement,Breton aimed to liberate people from the imposed 
rational order. The unconscious was to be liberated and dominant, 
taking over logic and reason that have, in Breton’s opinion, done 
nothing good for the society. 18 

The Surrealist intent to liberate expressive form, to release the 
world of the subconscious, of dreams and nightmares, paranoia, 
suppressed eroticism, and the dark side of the mind, creating an 
enduring and ever-lasting legacy.19 

Salvador Dali，1939 
Ballerina in a Deaths Head

Breton in 1924

II. Art in dark

Tommy Hilfiger fashion show20, 2020 
In Tate Modern

Robert Henke22, 2014， 
Destructive Observation Field

Olafur Eliasson21，Beauty，2007； 
Your Double-Lighthouse Projection，2002

TEAMLAB23，2014， 
Borderless

Maggie West24 ，2014， 
Light portrait 

20Ana Rosado, CNN, How it's made: Backstage at Tommy Hilfiger's global, celebrity-filled show, 2020, https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/tommy-hilfiger-tate-modern/index.html 
21Olafur Eliasson, https://www.olafureliasson.net 

22Robert Henke, Destructive Observation Field, 2014, https://roberthenke.com/installations/destructive.html 
23Teamlab, Borderless, 2019, https://borderless.teamlab.art/shanghai/ 

24Maggie West, 2020, http://maggiewest.co

18David Fox, Dark Surrealist Art, 2020, https://davidcharlesfox.com/dark-surrealist-art/ 
19Angie Kordic, All You Need to Know About the Surrealist Movement, 2016, https://www.widewalls.ch/surrealist-movement/



Foldable individual show room for small to medium pieces/teaching

Open area for large art piece/show

Ghost podium

Foldable stools

Huge piece of fabric for projection

Passage way of Club Cymatics

Middle bridge of Turbine hall

Intention & Manifesto
1. To create a “Ghost Gallery” that only appears in the night and disappears when the sun comes up, to state the existence of ‘subconsciousness’, 

and to challenge the normal image and rules of a gallery; 
2. To gather artworks that only exist in the dark, slow people down, invite people to participate and let people become a part of it;  
3. To set a “Ghost Podium" where people can freely and safely give speeches (voices) that will be forgotten the next day.

Plan

I. II. 

3820 6360 4670 10970 8510 4880 6560

39770 13050 4670

38
50

0

33690

Unit: milimetre

12100



U-shape  
pivoting point 

& steel supporting 
skeleton

Foldable individual show room

Inspiration
Origami25; 
Convertible bed

Hard polyster felt (main part) 
- Gradient grey and black; 
- Hard enough to stand with steel 
skeleton but foldable; 

- Does not reflect lights in the dark;

Black steel 
bolts and skeleton

Hard polyster felt (sheet) 
connected with the main part

The entrance to the inside

25My Attic: Today's Crush: The Home of Designer Lisa Marie Andersson, https://entermyattic.com/



Inspiration

Night view 1 of Ghost Gallery

Huge projection  
on the fabric 
Visitors are able to create 
photos in front of it26, or 
just to feel the environment 
the projection creates.

Ghost Podium 
The LED light in the 
ground is normally 
off, but automatically 
turned on when a 
visitor steps into the 
middle to give a 
speech.  

Nothing people say 
here is recorded.  
it’s all forgotten once 
the sun comes up.

How do we look at “voice”? 
In club cymatics, “voice” itself is turned into art. 
But I want to dig more meanings from “voice”. 
The content of voice, as thoughts, also speaks 
for the uniqueness of each of us and should be 
emphasized too.

Protect the voice 
The movie <Burn After Reading> 30and the app 
Snapchat both reveal people’s need to protect 

what they say and the speech freedom.

Inside of individual show rooms 27 28 
Artists place their special artworks that slow people down in the 
dark show rooms. Here they also hold discussion with visitors or 
teach visitors to make their own art pieces.

Foldable cardboard stools29 (by Molo) 
These stools are easy to be moved anywhere 
and can be folded during the day. Artists use 
them to hold discussions with visitors. Visitors 
rest here enjoying the night.

29Gilded paper softwall + softseating, https://molodesign.com 
30Christopher Orr, 30 Years of Coens: Burn After Reading, 2014, https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2014/09/30-years-of-coens-burn-after-reading/380666/ 

26Teamlab, Borderless, 2019, https://borderless.teamlab.art/shanghai/ 
27Anthony McCall, Solid Light Films, 2018http://www.anthonymccall.com 

28Julien Breton, https://kaalam.fr



Night view 2 of Ghost Gallery
Steel hook to fix the 
reel that supports the 
huge cloth

Motor that controls the reel

Inspiration

Immortal 
Gallery 
The shape of 
huge projection 
cloth is borrowed 
from my pilot 
project that 
simulates jellyfish.The open area between the two pieces of projection cloth can be used in many ways, 

such as a dark fashion show, or a large 3D projection show.

Ghost 
The amorphous, 
ever-changing, 
irrational and 
complex shape 
gives people the 
unsettling 
feeling of ghost.

Opening hours & Rules

Opening hours of Tate Modern 
Extra opening hours of Club Cymatics 
Opening hours of Ghost Gallery

Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

10:00                                    18:00                  23:00                               6:00

Everything disappears at 6am everyday. All visitors need to leave before 6am.

All visitors need to sign a confidentiality contract to confirm that they will not leak what 
they have heard from the ghost podium.

Visitors can slow down, participate in the process of making art and enjoy the night.
Only artworks that can only be seen or felt in the dark and are good at engaging 
visitors can be placed here. 

The transformation of the gallery into the night mode begins half an hour before the 
opening of Ghost Gallery in order to give visitors a hint what will happen in the night.



The woman in the photo 
is not real, the tears are 
not real either. where 
she's looking and what 
is the source of her 
distress?

Man Ray,  
Glass Tears, 1932

Is our 
consciousness 
lying to us? 
Is what we perceive 
truly what things 
are?

Rene Magritte, 
The Lovers 2, 1928

Day view of Ghost Gallery

A glimpsed of the night 
̶ Consciousness is complex. 

the shadows of the visitors from last night are cast on the floor in the day, 
like “ghosts”.  
The shape of the individual show room is illustrated by the LED lights in the 
ground. 

Both shadows and light shape offer a hint for the day visitors to wonder  
what happened in the night, in order to vague the boundary between dream 
and reality, day and night, and to create the unsettling feeling that implies 
the existence of subconsciousness. 

LED light 
the lights are embedded in 
the floor with aluminum 
frame and acrylic surface.

Inspiration
̶ Works from Surrealism

Ray’s photography relied on various techniques that 
blurred the line between the dream and reality, the 
real and unreal by challenging the meaning of still-life 
photography31.

31Glass Tears, 1932 by Man Ray, https://www.manray.net/glass-tears.jsp 
32David Fox, Dark Surrealist Art, 2020, https://davidcharlesfox.com/dark-surrealist-art/ 

Rene described his works as visible images that conceal 
nothing, but evoke mystery32. 
Featuring everyday objects placed in unusual contexts 
and juxtapositions, he challenges the assumptions of 
human perception and force the viewer to 
reconsider things usually taken for granted. 



Transformation view
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